LANCASHIRE CAT CLUB SHOW
Many thanks to Christine and Janet for their kind invitation to judge. A big thank you to my
steward, Marion Wade, who very kindly stepped in to work with me and looked after me so kindly
throughout the day.
AV IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER MALE: A large class of lovely cats, thank you. OLYMPIAN awarded to:
HOLDEN’S UK OB IMP GR PR ISADORYOU PHOENIX (MCO ds 03 22). A stylish lad who presents
himself so well, standing on the table posing and so relaxed. Large tall ears with tufts and furnishings
to inner s. Large golden eyes are oblique in set and have good width between. Strong square muzzle
to mature head with a gentle contour to profile and strong chin. A strong lad of excellent size and
bone with long body, strong legs and large rounded paws with lovely toe tufts. Red silver shaded
tabby coat of good length, over a bright silver undercoat, long glossy top coat and a good ruff. Long
tail has long flowing hair and curves over his body to his shoulders. An alert lad, in fine condition and
very well presented. Loved him.
RESERVE OLYMPIAN awarded to: EDWARDS’ SUP UK OB IMP GR PR HEMLOCK ALFREDO FERRARI
(OSH b 24). A very elegant lad of lovely overall type. Large ears are wide at base and of very good set
and well pricked, very good width between. Expressive green eyes of good size, with an oriental
slant and set well apart. Long balanced head, just puffing his whisker pads a little, good line to nose
in profile with a level chin and bite. Strong and muscular body, very elegant, long slim legs with
tabby markings and oval paws, slender long neck. Super shine to close lying short coat with a warm
tone to base colour, clear definition of dark chocolate spots of varying sizes and a well defined
broken spine line. Clear facial markings with an M to forehead and thumb prints to back of ears. Fine
shape to long tail to match his body, with defined rings and a chocolate tip. A gentle lad in lovely
condition, just a little wriggley.
Very difficult to separate these next placings, again three very nice boys who well deserved the
certificate and another day could well swap in order.
3. WOODCOCK’S CH & IMP GR PR BEARDWOOD LEONARDO DAVINCI (MCO n 03 22). A handsome
lad sitting well in pen and such a gentle nature. Large tall ears with large tufts and internal
furnishings. Large hazel eyes are space well apart, slight oblique in set. Warm toned brown tabby
coat with bright white bib. Good strength to square muzzle, shallow concave curve to profile with a
good chin, fairly full cheeks. Large, mature lad in fine condition, of good bone with strong legs and
large rounded, bright white paws with tufts. Good shine to longer top coat with clear tabby pattern
and undercoat. Good ruff and breaches. Long fur to tail which could be a little longer. A slightly
reserved gentleman, I liked him very much.
4. BROWN’S GR CH & IMP GR PR DALTEEMA DIAMOND DAN (SIB d). Broad head with gentle
rounding between medium sized ears spaced well apart. Mid blue colour to eyes of good size and
set, full cheeks. Body of good size and length with well shaped legs of good bone with rounding to
paws with tufts. Bright red points with a golden glow to body coat which is silky in texture, long in
length and very well presented. Slightly uneven front bootees, even white socks to back legs with
gauntlets. Full bushy tail which is proportionate to body. A gentle lad in lovely condition.
5. BOYES’ GR CH & OB IMP GR PR VIVALDI TEDDY-BOYES (PER d 03). Good breadth to skull between
neat ears with furnishings and are well placed. Rounding to head with good cheeks. Large, round
orange eyes are set well apart and have a lovely expression. Short nose with a strong stop, strong
chin, bite a little undershot. White inverted V to mask with a white “splodge” on his back, long rich
darker red coat very well presented with sparkling white bib, tummy and paws. Medium sized cobby
body with short thick legs and rounded paws with tufts. Full plume to short tail. A very attractive,
good natured boy, in fine condition. A lovely boy, who is well worthy of the Certificate.
AC REX/LA PERM OR SPHYNX PREMIER MALE: GR PCPINCHES & TWIGGER’S PR RUGBUG LUKE
THIGHWALKER (CRX bs). Good shape to head with muzzle of good length. Large ears are wide at
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base, a little mobile, but well set when he settled. Large eyes are set well apart, slightly full in shape
some of the time. Slight bump to nose in profile, level chin and bite. Body is of good size and weight,
elegant slim neck onto elegant, muscular body with long slim legs and neat oval paws. Beautiful
texture to coat, silky and well waved, covers well. Tail well covered and waved.
RES GR PC not awarded. 2. TAINTON’S PR NIDORAN SILVER SHADOW (DRX as 21). Flattening to top
of head between large ears which are wide at base. Wedge is wide at eye level with large eyes set
well apart, rather full in shape. Profile shows a slight stop, a little long in head, blunt muzzle. Good
size and weight to body with slim legs and oval paws. Coat covers well and is well waved, down on
tummy. Coat has density although coarse to the touch on the back. Tail is well covered and waved. A
very timid lad who just wanted to hide therefore not showing to his best. Very well present in his
pristine pen.
AOV FOREIGN PREMIER MALE: GR PC HUTCHINSON’S PR TOBYSDEN HARRY HOUDINI (BEN N 24 33).
Very well developed lad. Slight rounding to top of head between ears of good set and shape. Large
pale blue eyes of good slightly rounded almond shape, set well apart. Good definition to whisker
pads with a contour to nose line in profile, chin could be a little firmer. Very good size and weight to
body with slim legs and rounding to paws. Ivory coat of medium length, good texture and showing
well defined brown markings and spots, including arrowheads and rosetting, spotted tummy. Tail is
of good shape and length, well marked. Well behaved lad in good condition.
RES GR PR not awarded. 2. BIRKBY’S PR BUNDARA BILBO BAGGINS (BEN n 22). A sleepy lad but alert
and interested in all around once awake. Slight rounding to top of head between ears of good shape
and set. Large green eyes are set well apart and expressive. A little long in muzzle but well defined,
very good line to contour in profile with good chin. Slim, muscular body of very good weight and size
with well shaped legs and paws. Coat has density, warm golden brown in colour with good definition
to markings, unfortunately he has a large white patch on his lower tummy between back legs. Tail is
well marked, would like shorter in length. A boy with very good temperament, unfortunately unable
to make the award due to the white patch.
AC SIBERIAN ADULT MALE: 1 CC & BOB LUBY’S MUSRAFY MIKOYAN (SIB ns 03 11). Nicely developed
at 10 months of age. Medium sized ears with tufts and are well furnished, rounding to top of head of
good breadth . Large golden eyes are slightly oval in shape and have good width between. Broad
head with gentle contours, slight rounding to muzzle. White inverted V to face, uniform width to
nose. Evenly shaded coat with silver undercoat, is of medium length with density, a little soft at
present, top coat developing, very well prepared. White chest and tummy with white gloves and
bootees to paws with tufts. Good size and length to body which is well muscled, short neck. Tail is
well furnished, would like a little longer. Such a gentle boy.
SIBERIAN KITTEN FEMALE: 1 & BOB HOUGH’S LAVALNA SNOWY BLIZZARD (SIB fs 03 24). A sleepy
lass, just old enough to be here. Medium sized ears with slight tufts and have furnishings, breadth to
top of head between. Rounding to muzzle and gentle contours to head. Profile shows a contour with
good chin. Good weight to body with well boned medium length legs and rounding to paws. Medium
length coat developing with black tabby markings and silver undercoat, tortie pattern evident on
body, head and face, ruff coming. White tummy, with white bootees and socks to paws. Well
furnished tail of medium length. A very sweet girl who was laid back and relaxed. A lovely kitten.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT MALE: 1CC MITCHELL’S SUNSHIMMER BOBBY DAZZLER. A WELL
DEVELOPED LAD OF 10MONTHS. Good breadth between ears of good size and set. Worried
expression to large green eyes which are set well apart. Definition to muzzle with a slight contour to
profile and a level chin. Body of very good size and weight, well shaped legs and paws. Clear
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markings to coat including arrowheads and rosetting, broken and unbroken necklaces, spotted belly.
Golden brown coat has good density and texture. Tail is of good shape and length, well marked. A
nervous lad in good condition.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL ADULT FEMALE: BOB WHITMORE’S IMP GR CH SUNSHIMMER VELA
FLEUR LILIUM. Lovely girl, mature for her age, not yet two years of age. Slight rounding to top of
head between ears of good set and shape. Large expressive eyes with good breadth between.
Definition to whisker pads with a gentle contour to profile, small bump to nose, chin just level. Very
good weight and feel to body with well shaped legs and paws. Good density to quality coat which
shows good definition of markings and spots, spotted belly. Tail of good shape and length, well
marked. A bit of spirit but handled well.
1CC MITCHELL’S PEARLDUST BELLA ABLAZE. A pretty young lass of 10 months. Slight rounding to top
of head between ears of good shape and set. Green eyes are set well apart and of good shape.
Definition to muzzle with good contour to nose in profile, slight bump to nose, level chin. Good size
to body of good weight, bigger than one expected when looking at her in the pen, good shape to
slim well marked legs down to paws. Golden coat has well defined rosettes and arrowheads, lovely
spotted tummy, of good density and texture. Tail is well marked, would like thicker in shape.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL KITTEN FEMALE: 1 & BOB BRADBURN’S SUNSHIMMER WILDFIRE. Slight
rounding to top of head between slightly large ears of good set. Large eyes of good set and have
good width between. Slight contour to nose in profile, bump to nose, level chin, definition to muzzle.
Pale golden brown coat with very well defined dark brown markings and spots including arrowheads
and rosetting, spotted tummy. Good density and texture coming to coat. A solid girl of very good
weight with good shape to legs and paws. Tail of good length and well marked but rather thin in
shape.
BROWN SPOTTED BENGAL NEUTER MALE: BOB awarded to: CHEAL’S GR PR TOBYSDEN
TERESCHENKO. A very nice lad with lovely nature. Lovely expression to large green eyes of good
shape and set. Very good contour to profile with a level chin, good definition to muzzle. Very good
density and texture to warmed toned golden brown coat with dark brown and black markings and
spots, including rosettes and arrowheads, spotted tummy. Very nice weight and size to body with
good legs and paws. Good tail.
1PC WILLIAMS’ TYPHAST FIREKRACKA. Young lad just 9.5 months of age, who poses well in pen.
Slight rounding to top of head between ears of good shape and set. Golden hazel eyes have good
width between, very worried look when out of pen but of better shape when relaxed. Definition to
muzzle, slightly long, slight contour to nose line in profile, level chin. Good weight and size to body of
good feel, slim legs and well shaped paws. Good texture to golden brown coat with darker brown
markings and spots including rosettes and arrowheads, spotted tummy. Tail is of good shape and
length and is well marked. Rather worried out of pen, much happier in.
Close for BOB was: JOHNSON’S IMP GR PR BUNDARA ASHA female. Gentle rounding to top of head
between medium sized ears. Lovely green eyes of good shape and set. Definition to muzzle with a
contour to profile with a level chin. Rich golden colour to coat with well defined mid brown markings
including arrowheads and rosetting, spotted tummy. Very good weight and feel to body in fine
form. Tail is well marked and of good length, would ideally like a little thicker in shape. Lovely nature
and temperament. A very nice girl, I do like her, a shame to meet the lad for BOB today.
DEVON REX ADULT MALE: BOB awarded to: WILSON’S CH STANREX NIDORAN SILMARILLION (DRX
n). Large ears are wide at base and of good set with tufts, flattening to top of head between. Large
eyes are set well apart. Short head is wide at eye level, slight whisker break to muzzle. Profile shows
a stop, chin needs to be firmer, level bite. Slim lad of good weight with slim, well shaped legs and
neat oval paws. Super coat is soft and dense with lovely waves, very good texture. Tail is well
covered and waved, thick in shape. Good nature.
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DEVON REX KITTEN MALE: 1. NOONAN’S NIDORAN QUINN TASENSHAL (DRX bs). Very large ears
with slight tufts, are wide at base, could be lower in set, flattening to top of head between. Large
eyes have good width between. Whisker break to muzzle, short whiskers. Stop to profile, chin of
medium depth, slightly set back, level bite. Good size and weight to slim body with slim legs and oval
paws. Coat re-growing, some evident on ears with muffs, on mask, legs, feet and tail. Coat is slightly
coarse on body where re-growing. Such a sweet, gentle lad. Look forward to seeing him when his
coat has re-grown.
DEVON REX KITTEN FEMALE: 1 & BOB TAINTON’S NIDORAN MOON SPUN COBWEB (DRX c 31). What
a lovely name to this cute girl. Flattening to top of head between ears which are wide at base and of
good set with muffs and slight tufts. Pale blue eyes of oval shape, set well apart. Blunt muzzle to
wedge which is wide at eye level, slight whisker break to muzzle. Profile shows a stop, chin set back
slightly, level bite. Slim body of good weight with slim legs and oval paws. Very nice texture to well
waved coat which has tight waves and covers. Tail is well covered and waved.
2. MARSHALL’S ESPERANZA LADY XANA BLUE (DRX a). A pretty girl. Flattening to top of head
between large ears which are wide at base, a little narrow between. Large eyes, slightly full in shape,
good breadth between. Wedge is wide at eye level, short curly whiskers. Profile shows a stop and
level chin and bite. Slim body of good weight, slim legs and neat oval paws. Blue coat covers well
and has waving, a little coarse on spine. Tail is well covered and waved of good shape and length,
some guard hairs. A wriggley girl but very sweet.
BLUE POINT SIAMESE KITTEN MALE: 1 DRUMMOND & DEVLIN’S JACKIQUE YODA BAROUSHKA.
Large ears are wide at base with breadth between. His ears were a little mobile and he was
narrowing his top of head slightly, but better breadth between when he relaxed. Large eyes of
almond shape, slanting towards nose and set well apart, a little full in shape when out of pen but
better when back in and settled, clear blue in colour. Medium length head with a virtually straight
line to nose in profile, just a slight bump, level chin but could be deeper, level bite. Slim, muscular
body of good weight with an elegant slim neck, long slim legs and neat oval paws. Pale blue points to
feet, feint tabby markings on legs, darker blue to mask, ears and tail. Short fine coat lies well and is
of good texture with a shine, some darker tonal shading to body, showing contrast between points
and body colour. Slim tail tapering to end, would like a little more length for long. A gentle boy, in
fine condition.
BLUE POINT SIAMESE KITTEN FEMALE: 1 & BOB BALES’ LIVERCATS ICE DIAMOND. A chatty lass who
was alert and interested in all around. Large ears could be wider at base, have good breadth
between. Oriental shape to eyes which are set well apart and slant towards nose, of clear blue but
could be deeper in colour. Moderately long head with straight line to nose in profile with a level chin
which could be deeper, level bite. Blue mask is not quite developed to cover all of whisker pads.
Darker blue to mask, ears and tail, with paler blue matching points to legs. Lovely glacial white coat
which is short and fine, is close lying and has a shine, showing clear contrast to points. Slim, elegant
body of good weight and feel, long slim neck, slim long legs and neat paws. Fine shape to tail,
needing a little more length for long.
TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN MALE: 1 & BOB TONKINSON’S TENAJ EYEOFTHESTORM (SIA b 21). A
very composed, sweet boy of just over 4 months of age. Large ears are wide at base with good
breadth between, thumbprints to backs. Chocolate tabby markings to face with a delicate M to
forehead stripes to cheeks. Oriental shape to expressive eyes which slant towards nose and have
good width between, clear blue, could be deeper in colour. Good straight line to nose in profile with
a level chin and bite. Slim long neck onto slim, muscular body of good size and weight for his age,
slim legs with some chocolate tabby markings and neat oval paws. Pale ivory colour to short, fine
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coat which lies close and of good texture. Fine shape to tail with chocolate rings and a chocolate tip.
A sweet lad, presented and handled well.
TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN FEMALE: 1. RATHBONE’S BELLIS SUMMERTIME (SIA b 21). Large ears
which could be wider at base and have more breadth between, thumbprints to backs. Oriental shape
to eyes but are a little full when out of pen, better when relaxed and back in, good width between
with a slant towards nose, clear blue in colour. Medium long head is fine at muzzle and has a pinch,
teething at present. Good straight line to nose in profile, level chin and bite. Slim neck onto slim,
dainty body of good weight for size but would like her bigger for her age, long slim legs and dainty
oval paws. Darker, cool toned chocolate tabby markings, head has a clear M to forehead, with clear
stripes to cheeks. Coat is a long at present and could be closer lying, pale ivory in colour with a little
tonal shading. Tabby markings to legs with rings to tail and a dark chocolate tip. Tail is fine in shape
but would like more length for long. A slightly timid girl, in good condition.
2. ENTWISTLE’S GABLEME ARUBA AMARYLLIS (SIA m 21). Large ears are wide at base with breadth
between. Large blue eyes are rather full in shape, set well apart, could be deeper in colour. Muzzle
shows a pinch at present, straight line to nose in profile, chin falls away and she has an over scissor
bite. Slim body of good weight but not a big girl for her 7.5 months, she has a rather prominent
sternum, long slim legs and dainty oval paws. Defined blue toned tabby markings to head with an M
to forehead and ribbons to cheeks. Off white coat to body with cool toned shading, coat is slightly
long but fine in texture and lies well, definite tabby markings to limbs. Fine shape to tail of good
length which is well marked with rings and a has a blue toned tip. A well behaved girl with good
nature. She has a blue tone to her colour rather than the brownish blue of a caramel, however she is
young and the colour may still be developing.
MISCELLANEOUS CLASSES: AV SEMI L/HAIR TITLED NEUTER: Three very nice cats. 1. DAVIES’ PR
ANGLEZARKE SUGARSPUN (MCO g 03 22) female. A pretty girl. Tall ears with furnishings and tufts.
Slight oblique set to large green eyes of good expression and set well apart. Strong square muzzle
with good contour line to nose in profile and good chin. Very good size and length to body of good
weight, substantial bone to legs and large round paws with toe tufts. Attractive blue tortie and white
coat with white bib and bottees. Good length to top coat, coat has density and a ruff. Long fur to tail,
would like more length to tail. A lovely nature.
2. YOUNG’S PR THEODORIAN BARNABAS (RGM ns 03 32) male. Broad moderate head with rounded
contours. Medium sized ears are set well, slight doming to forehead. Nose break to profile with a
level chin. Large pale bluey green eyes are spaced well apart. Good weight and feel t body of good
bone, well boned legs with large rounded paws and tufts to toes. Medium length brown coat is soft
and dense with silver undercoat. Well furnished tail of medium length. Well behaved.
3. BURGESS’ IMP GR CH & IMP GR PR COONARIA CHICAGO (MCO n 03 22) male. Large ears wide at
base with furnishings and tufts, ears slightly widening now. Large eyes of slight oblique set with good
width between. Striking white inverted V to strong square muzzle, dip to nose in profile with a good
chin. Large lad of very good bone with substantial legs and large rounded paws with tufts. Warm
toned classic brown markings to coat with a ruff, and shine to top coat, white bootees. Long fur to
tail. An alert lad with lovely temperament, beautifully presented.
AV FOREIGN ARISTOCRAT ADULT: 1. HAWKINS’ KOORAHK PRECIOUS (KOR) female. A spirited lady.
Medium sized ears with rounding to tips, do have an alert set when she settles but does hold low
some of the time, probably not helped by her mood. Very good expression to large luminous green
eyes of good set and shape. Heart shape to head with flattened forehead, downward curve to nose
in profile, bump to nose, level chin. Good size and weight to body with slim, proportionate legs.
Darker blue coat of good texture, ghost tabby markings evident. Medium shape length to tail which
is thick at base, tapers to a thin end.
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AV FOREIGN NOVICE ADULT: 1. MITCHELL’S PEARLDUST BELLA ABLAZE (BEN n 24) female.
AV FOREIGN KITTEN: 1. OAKLEY’S KREMLINKATZ KAZAK KAZAR (RUS a) male. A lovely kitten, coming
up to 9 months of age. Ears of good set and shape ideally could be a little larger, flattening to top of
head between. Almond shape to green eyes of good expression and set well apart. Good
prominence to whisker pads giving a broad end to head, short muzzle. Profile shows a good angle
with a slight curve to nose, level chin. Lovely weight and size to this well developed boy, slim legs
and neat oval paws. Good texture and density to blue coat showing silvery sheen. Good length and
shape to tail. A gentle lad who handles well. My choice for Overall Best Foreign, many
congratulations to his owner and breeder.
2. GOODGER’S SOOSTE OLAF (BEN n 24 33) male neuter. Another lad approaching adulthood. Gentle
rounding to top of head between slightly large ears of good set and shape. Pale blue eyes are set
well apart, of medium size. Good definition to muzzle with slight contour to nose in profile, bump to
nose, level chin. Very well developed lad with good strength and size to body, well shaped legs and
paws. Good density to ivory coat with defined mid brown and paler brown pattern and spots,
spotted tummy. Good shape and length to well marked tail. A wriggley lad with lovely temperament
and in fine condition.
3. PHILLIPS’ MELKELTER TSETSILIYA (RUS a) female. Another very nice Russian kitten. Very pretty girl
only just old enough to be here. Large ears of very good set and shape, rounding to top of head
between still at present. Almond shape to eyes which are set well apart, colour developing. Angle
starting to develop in profile, level chin. Blunt end to head with good whisker pads. Slim body of
good weight with slim legs and neat oval paws. Coat has some density, a little “fluffy” at present,
mid blue in colour with silvery sheen. Tail tapers to end, would like more length. Very sweet
temperament, look forward to seeing her as she grows up.
AV FOREIGN BREEDERS NEUTER: 1. BRYNES’ IMP GR CH & OBIMP GR PR ONATRUREL GIFTWRAPPED
(SPH 2 61) female. A super pure white sphynx girl who is of lovely overall type and has a super
expression. She is so composed and although not a big girl, all in proportion. She was my choice for
Best Foreign Neuter.
2. MURPHY’S GR CH KALTES PHAPSODY INBLUE (DRX as) female. A very sweet girl. Ears of good
shape and wide at base, would like larger in size, flattening to top of head between. Large rather full
eyes have good width between. Wedge wide at eye level with a whisker break, short whiskers.
Profile shows a stop and level chin and bite. Body of good weight and feel , not a big girl but in
proportion, with slim legs and neat paws. Well waved coat of good texture and covers. Tail is of
good shape, lacking some coat at base but clean. Lovely temperament.
Extra 2. STARK’S CH & IMP GR PR DUSHENKA XANDER (RUS a) male. Sleepy, older lad of 9 years of
age. Ears of good shape and set, could be larger in size, flattening to top of head between. Lovely
green colour to eyes which are set well apart. Prominent whisker pads with an angle to profile with a
slight contour to nose, level chin and bite, teeth a little untidy now. Slim lad of good weight and feel
with slim legs and oval paws. Density to coat of darker blue colour, silvery sheen. Good shape and
length to tail. A gentle lad with super temperament.
AV FOREIGN NON-BREEDERS NEUTER: 1. MCGLASHAN’S GR PR SHOELINA DIAMOND JUBILEE (RUS
a) female. I did like this girl very much, she was so very close for Best Foreign Neuter, another day
could have been the other way round, I was torn so between her and the Sphynx female neuter.
Large ears of good shape and very good set, flattening to top of head between. Lovely expression to
green eyes of good shape and set well apart. Broad end to head with good prominence to whisker
pads, short muzzle. Good angle to profile, slight bump to nose, level chin. Very good size and bone to
this girl, just a little plump now, slim legs and neat oval paws. Good density to coat of good blue
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colour with a silvery sheen, coat could just be a little softer. I had to be pickey I’m afraid. Tail of good
shape. Lovely temperament.
2. CHEAL’S GR PR TOBYSDEN TERESCHENKO (BEN n 24) male.
3. DEACON’S PR TONKINNI LEMON DELIGHT (TOS b 32) female.
BROWN/BLUE/CHOC/LILAC BURMESE ADULT: 1. ANDRINGA’S NATIZE INDIGO (BUR a) female. A
pretty girl, coming up to 11 months of age. Gentle rounding to top of head between ears of good set
and shape. Golden yellow eyes of good shape, medium in size. Dainty short wedge with blunt
muzzle. Definite nose break to profile, slight bump to nose, chin of medium depth, just slightly set
back. Slim girl of medium size and of good weight, slim legs and oval paws. Mid blue colour to coat
of good texture and lies well, showing silvering. Tail tapers to end. A gentle, sleepy lass.
AC BURMESE NEUTER: 1. GILES’ IMP GR CH & PR RAWEKE SERENDIPTY (BUR c) female. Good
breadth to gently rounded top of head between medium sized ears of good set and shape.
Chartreuse eyes of good shape and size. Short wedge with blunt muzzle, nose break to profile, nose
slopes down, level chin, lots of small teeth missing now. A mature, plump girl, with slim legs and oval
paws. Even mid lilac colour to coat of good texture. Good shape to tail of medium length.
2. OWEN’S AUREUS ANGELIQUE (BUR g) female. Not at all happy by the time I got to her. Gentle
rounding to top of head between medium sized ears of good shape and set. Large pale yellow eyes
of good set. Short balanced wedge with a nose break to profile and level chin. A weighty mature girl
in fine condition, well shaped legs and paws. Very good texture and shine to close lying coat, very
dark rich cream and dark blue tortie mingling. Tail need more length. In fine condition.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE NOVICE KITTEN: 1. BROCK’S KEVELS FURLETTA DUCHAT (SIA m) female. I did
judge this girl as it was a side class but she is not a caramel but a lilac tortie, in my opinion. Large
ears of good shape and wide at base, good breadth between, pale lilac tortie markings to ears. Very
nice expression to blue eyes of oriental shape with good width between and slanting to nose.
Medium long head with straight line to nose in profile and a level chin and bite. Slim neck onto slim
body of good length and weight, 4.5 months of age, long slim legs and neat oval paws. Pale off white
coat to body with contrast to pale lilac points with a small amount of cream tortie evident. Fine
shape to long tail. A very pretty girl.
2. SKELDON’S JOANLEXI MR BEAUJANGLES (SIA b) male. Large ears are wide at base but held a little
high. Long head with virtually straight line to nose in profile, just a very slight bump, chin set back
slightly, very untidy teeth but bite looks level. Oriental shape to eyes which have good width
between and slant towards nose, would like a deeper blue in colour. Very good weight and feel to
body, just coming up to adulthood, slim long legs and neat oval paws. Ivory colour to coat which is
fine and lies close, warm chocolate points show clear contrast to body. Tail of medium length tapers
to end, showing some brindling at base. A little unhappy.

